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In this paper we extend the method of Bernstein using some concepts of 
differential geometry and prove the existence of a partial differential equation 
which when solved under suitable boundary conditions leads to a density of a 
bivariate inverse Gaussian process. 
INTREDUCTION 
Bernstein assigned a set of conditions in terms of stochastic differentials and 
derived a partial differential equation, the solution of which leads to the density 
of a univariate process. Latter on Kolmogorov expressed these conditions in 
terms of conditional expectations and probabilities, and derived the same 
equation, the so-called Kolmogorov differential equation. But his method can not 
be easily extended for presentation of a density of bivariate stochastic process. 
We extend the method of Bernstein using some properties of directional 
derivatives and thus show the existence of a partial differential equation. Solving 
it under suitable conditions we obtain a density of a bivariate first passage time 
process of Brownian motion with positive drift (Inverse Gaussian Process). 
THEOREM 1. Let {X(t), Y(s), t > 0, s > 0} be a stochastic bivariute process 
with density function f (x, y, t, s), and which is strictly increasing with probability 1. 
Let 
T, = inf It ) t > 0, A X(t) > x1 
0) 
S, = inf s ( s > 0, A Y(s) > yi 
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be Bore1 measurable (i.e., first passage times) and let 
AT, = Tzwm - T, = A, AX + Bl~(Ax)“‘” 
AS, = LA, - S, = A, A Y + B,q(Ay)l’z, (2) 
where Ax and Ay > 0 and A, , A, , Bl , and B, are functions of x, y, t, s where 
aA&, aA&, azBJt2, a2B,jat as, a2B2ps2, a2B2/at as exist and E and 71 are 
random variables such that 
E(E) = E(q) = 0 
E(2) = E(q) = 1 
E(q) = P@, Y, t, s> (3) 
E(I 6 1% WI c2rl I>, EC1 cv2 I>, WI y3 I) 
are all of order o( 1 /(Ax)l/z). 
If limdz+,, (AYW = 4x, Y, s, 0, a: > 0, then a dmsity function of the process 
f(x, y, t, s) satisfies the &$rential equation 
2 at2 
+ a2(~1’2/&B,f) + 1 a2bb2f > 
as at 2 as2 * (4) 
Proof. Let Q(t, s) be an arbitrary function oft and s with all partial derivatives 
up to third order continuous. Further let Q(t, s) and the partial derivatives be 
zeroonandoutside the boundary of therectangle((s, t) 1 a < s < b, c < t < d}. 
Define 
J+‘(x, Y) = E(Q( T, , S,)) = 1‘” j” Q(t, 4f (x, y, t, 4 ds dt. c a (5) 
We now fined the directional derivative of M(x, y) in the direction Ay/Ax = 01. 
Let Y = (1, 01), which is the direction of (Ax, Ay). 
Then 
&Mx, Y) = j;s E(CQ(T,+A, >&,+erd - QV3c > %JlP4 
= (akqax) + m(aMjay) 
also. We now expand Q in two variables: 
(6) 
Q(Tz+z,s , S,,,,) = Q(T, , s,) + g AT, + g As, + ; ;$‘TJ2 
+ # (AT,)(As,) + ; ~&,Y + ; $$(A Td3 
+A a3Q 2 at2 (A TcJ2(A 4,) +; a (A TJWv)” 
+ ; ‘$$ (A&)3 + o(Ax) (7) 
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where 
AT, = A, Ax + Bl~(Ax)112 
AS, = 4, Ax + B&x Ax)~/~ 
(AT$ = A,*(Ax)~ + ~A,B,E(Ax)~/~ + B12c2 Ax 
(A&J2 = cy2A,2(Ax)2 + 2AzB270La~2(A~)3/2 + B,2q2” Ax 
(AS,)(AT,) = OLA,A,(AX)* + (cd& + &2A,B2q)(A~)3~2 + or’12B,B2q(Ax) 
(AT,)3 = Ala + 3(A1”Bl~)(Ax)“J2 + 3A1B12~2(Ax)2 -/- B~“~(Ax)~J* 
(AT,)*(AS,) = OIA,*A,(AX)~ + (2(UA1A2Bl~ + d~2A12B2~)(dx)5~2 
+ @A2B12c2 + 01’/2A,B,B2q)(A~)2 + ~c~/~B~~B,E~~(Ax)~/~ 
(ATJ(ASJ2 = LX~A~AZ”(AX)~ + (2012B,A,2~ + CX~~~A,B,A~~)(AX)~/~ 
+ (2~“/“A&BzT + w~~B~~~~)(Ax)~ + d?lB22~~2(A~)3/2 
(dS,)3 = a3Az(Ax)3 + 3a5/*A,*B,r)(A~)5/* + ~c~~A,B,~~(Ax)* 
+ B23q3cx3/2(A~)3/2 
Substituting these in (7) and collecting like powers of dx we get: 
[Q(Ts+h 9 S,+wd - Q(T, 3 $,)I 
= aQ 
( at BIc + g B,q a112) (As)~‘~ + (2 A, + as o1A, 
aQ 
1 a*Q a*Q 1 a2Q + z at2 B12c2 + as B1B2q &I2 + z as2 B220rq2 
1 Ax 
1 asQ ’ a3Q +g&V~3+2m~ 1 a2Q l/*Bl*B2$7 + - - 2 at as2 csB1B2%q2 
1 a3Q 
+ 6 as3 B,3v3cx3’2 1 (Ax)~‘~ + o(Ax). 
Since conditions of interchanging differentiation and integration are satisfied, 
we use the conditions (3) in the above when substituted into (6) we get 
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Now 
b $f A,f ds dt = jab [Q(t, s)A,f)I;] ds - jc’ jeb Q v  ds dt 
since Q is zero on the boundary of the rectangle. Similarly 
etc. 
Using (9), (lo), etc., in (8) we finally get 
But from the definition of directional derivative 
D,M(x,y) =%+a$$ 
a 
a =- ss ax c b Q(t, s) f  (x, y, t, s) ds dt a 
+ a ; j” j” 8th s>f(x, y, t, s) ds dt 
= jc’jabg6,s& + a%] dsdt (12) 
Equating (11) and (12) an d using the arbitrariness of Q we obtain Eq. (4). 
In the following examples we represent the solutions of this equation for 
particular values of p, A’s, B’s, and o[. 
EXAMPLE 1. Leta=l,p=0,A1=A2=B1=B2=1inEq.(4).Then 
we have 
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For boundary conditions: 
f(X, y, t, co) = 0, f(X, y, co, $1 = 0, f(X> a, t, 4 = 0, 
f(Q y, t, 4 = 0, f(X? Y, O,O) = q4 qY)Y IS 
m =)(x,y, t,s)dxdy = 1. 
0 0 
We obtain the following solution st _ (Y - s12 
f(X, y, t, 4 = 1 (x - t)2 ;;tzY;;e exp - 1. 2x 2Y 1 ) x, y, t, s > 0 
which is a bivariate inverse Gaussian with independent variables X and Y. See [4] 
for univariate case. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 01 = 4, p = 2-112, A, = A, = B, = B, = 1 in Eq. (4). 
We have 
For boundary conditions: 
x>y>o, t>s>O, f(x,r, co, s) = 0 
f(=J, YP 4 4 = 0, ss om o*f(x, y, t, s) dy dx = 1 
we obtain the solution 
s(t - s) _ 
f(x, Y, t, 4 = 
I 
27r((x - y)"y5)"2 exp [ 
x>y>o, t>s>O 
0 elsewhere 
This is a density function of a pair of correlated inverse Gaussian process 
W[31)* 
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